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INTItODUCTION 

The known cryoscopic methods for the determination of molecular weights arc 
based on the determination of initial freezing or final melting points. These methods 
may give reliable results if solute and solvent form no solid solutions, the heat of 
dilution is ncgligiblc and solid and liquid are physically stable near the melting point. 
But thcrc is little or no mformation given as to whether these conditions are fulfilled 
or not. 

The method described in this paper is based on the determination of a tcmperature- 
heat content curve (melting curve). This curve permits the calculation of molecular 
weights even when mixed crystals occur and the heat of dilution is not negligible. 
Further, it yields information as to whether the various equilibrium conditions are 
sufficiently approached. I 

The method permits extrapolation to infinite dilution and is less open to expcrimen- 
tal errors than the known methods. 

The determination of a temperature-heat content curve presents no serious diffi- 
culty. With the aid of a simple apparatus’ the curve can be obtained within two hours. 
Only 200-300 mg of solvent and r-3 mg of solute are required. 

Uriefly, the method is as follows. A heating cuxvc permits the determination of the 
equilibrium temperature of solid and liquicl as a function of the fraction of heat of 
melting consumed. This fraction is nearly equal to the fraction which is molten. 
(This approximation is not actually introduced in our theoretical considerations and 
serves only for the preliminary picture.) 

The substance of which the molecular weight is to be determined isdistributed 
between the solid and the liquid phase of the solvent. (When no mixed crystals occur 
the solute is entirely dissolved in the liquid phase of the solvent.) 

As the melting proceeds a series of concentrations of the solute and the pertaining 
depressions is obtained. This series permits extrapolation to zero concentration. 

As will be shown m the theoretical part it is more exact to plot amounts of heat 
consumed as a function of the depression. 

THEORl%TICAL PART 

The molecules of a polar substance when dissolved in a solvent may show a strong 
tendency to mutual association. This mutual association may be largely prevented 
when solvents showing association with the solute arc applied. Association with the 
excess solvent hardly effects the molecular ratio of solvent and solute; moreover its 
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CRYOSCOPIC METHOD OF MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 9 

effect on the depression of the melting point may be eliminated by extrapolation to 
infinite chlution. However, when (owing to the choice of the solvent) mutual associa- 
tion of the solute may be neglected, heats of dilution (owing to solute-solvent inter- 
action) may be important and have to be accounted for. 

Therefore the followmg equation is used as a starting-point for further considera- 
tions : 
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where Q = molar heat of melting of pure solvent at any temperature, QO = molar 
heat of melting of pure solvent at the melting point ; AWL and A WS = partial molar - -- ._ 
heats of-dilution of the liquid and the solid phase, respectively ; Ts = any temperature 
where liquid and solid are -in Z$zikiMu.m (“10 ; TO = melting temperature of pure 

solvent (“K) ; LIT = TS - TO; XI,, X.9 = mol fraction of solute in the liquid and 
solid phase respectively ; AC P = difference of molar specific heats of liquid and solid 
phase;R= gas constant. 

Assuming that Q = QO + AC PdT and that A WI, and A WY do not depend on 
temperature, equation (I) may bc integrated: 

Qo + /111/,,- n1Y.q --- _ - AT -+- R II; 
TOTs 

At low atId moderate values of XI, and x.9, cquatian_(~) cm be simpldied to: 

- - 
Qo -t- A W/r, - /I W.y -----____ 

cl*07-.q 
/IT -t_ $$ (/lT)2 = .-- K(Xr, -- X,) 
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(3) 

This approximation introduces an error not exceeding 1.5% at the maximum con- 
centrations* (XL < 0.03) applied in this method; moreover, extrapolation to zero 
concentration largely eliminates this error. 

Suppose that from a sample with a total concentration x’, a mol fraction y has been 
melted. 

Thus, 

yr=r,+ (1 - y)Xs = X and (XI,..- XS) = 
x-xs 

Y 

Substituting this in equation (3) yields 

y(Qo + A VL - A%)y - AT + Y ncr4n-n2 
=-qX-xX’s) .I.... (4) 

8 TOTS 2T# 

* X IS limited to about 0.003. X.v < X unless elevation of the melting point OCCUPL 
The smallest fraction molten that 19 considered amounts to IO%, thus XI, < IO X. 
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When a mol fraction y has been mcltcd the fraction of the total heat of melting 

supplied, f v, is approximately equal to 

(At y = I the approximation is complete). 

Substituting the approximate value of f,, in equation 4 results in: 

/# /IT -I- )' d~/~(~~,z~'fJ~'.Y IC(X - Xs)-fc-,7'.Y 
- L 

_ = _ ___ _ 

zTs~(J]o -t AE,, - n W.q)p1 
- -- 

(Yo t /ICY/,---- ncv,,,-1 
(5) 

Equation (5) contains no varlablc values of d WI, and d W.9 which may bccomc im- 
portant at large values of XI,. 

When the solvents used have a heat of fusion of about 4000 cal/mol and X < 0.003, 
(Ll WV-- n WA)” -I can certainly be ncglccted. If only the range 0.1 < y < I is con- 
sidercd and if AC, is assumed equal to 3K or 6 cal/mol, the correction containing 
AC, may be estimated at about 0.2% of f,dT. Moreover this correction term ap- 
proaches zero when extrapolation to ,!lT = o is made. 

Thcreforc it is permisstble to simplify equation (5) to: 

, 
fv AT = - y*y (X _ As) 

, 

Now, in many cases XS appears to bc a linear function of the tcmpcraturc at 
low values of XS (X8 < X) so that XS = /cd’l’. 

Substitution in (G) yields 

AT I, * . .a (7) 

According to equation (7) a determination of a molecular weight may be performed 
in the following way. 

A temperature-heat content curve (melting curve) of a solvent containing about 
0.003 mol solute per mol is dctcrmincd. 

Corresponding values of fy and LIT arc evaluated from the melting curve. Then 
f,,dY’ is plotted as a function of AT. According to equation (7) this plot should bc an 
approximately straight line. When extrapolated to dr =o the ordinate is intersected at 

(fu AT,,,,_, = - Rg A 

kRTo2 
The angle of intersection is determined by - 

Qo 

The value of (fvdT)nT-u being known, the molecular weight of the solute may be 
calculated (see “experimental procedure”). 
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CRYOSCOPIC METHOD OF MOLECULAR WEIGHTS II 

A fiparatzrs 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The apparatus for the determination of temperature-heat content curvcs192 permits 
a constant amount of heat per unit time to be supplied to the sample. The rate of 
heating of the solid is chosen as o.z-o.G”/min. Under the prevailing conditions the 
melting process takes about 60 min. The temperature IS recorded from zoo below the 
melting point of the solvent up to about 5” above the melting point. 

The thermometers used are shortened stem thermometers wrth a range of at least 
50” subdivided in o.IO, so that readings can be taken with an accuracy of &- 0.01~. 

Temperature readings are taken at intervals of I min. 
For further details concerning the determination of temperature-heat content 

curves reference is made to the literature 1.2. 

P7cfiuratiott of the snmple 

1-3 mg of substance (depending on the molecular weight is weighed m the meas- 
uring vessel 1. A weighed amount of about 300 mg of solvent is addecl. Then the 
sample is hcatcd to 5 - IO’ above the melting point of the solvent and stirred thoroughly 
until the substance has complctcly dissolved. 
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Prg. I. hkltmg curve of bcnzmc acrd f naphthalcnc. 

The solution obtained is cooled rapidly. In order to prevent segregation, solidifi- 
cation should be completed within two min. 

To eliminate crystal imperfections the sample is kept for 30 min at about 10’ below 
the melting point. The sample is then ready for the determination of a melting curve, 
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Melting curves of both the sample and the pure solvent are determined. 
The general appearance of a melting curve is shown in Fig. I. The section A B 

represents the heating of the solid (and the measuring vessel). At B the process of 
melting starts and it is completed at C. The straight line C D represents the heating 
of the molten sample. The amount of heat consumed between B and C is the sum 
of the heat of fusion, and the amounts of specific heat consumed between B and C. 

The cquivalcnt of the total heat of fusion at a certain temperature is found by 
extrapolating the lmes A B and C D at the temperature desired The temperatures 
corresponding to distinct values of /,, are derived in the following way: the lines 
E F and G H arc drawn and each line is divided into ten equal fractions. The lines 
I-I’, z-2’, 3-3’ etc. are drawn. The tcmpcraturc at which the lme I-I’ intersects the 
melting curve corrcsponcls to fv = 0.1, the intersection of 2-z corresponds to fy = 
0.2 etc. 

The difference AT of the temperatures of the pure solvent and the solution at the 
same value of /y is dctcrmined. 

$A1 

036 
037 
Q36 
0.35 

Cnhrlation of the molecdnr wcigltt 

The product fYAT is plotted as a function of AI’ (see Fig. 2). A straight lme is 
drawn through the points obtained and extrapolated to Al‘ = o. 

(fvAT)n Y - o is read from the ordinate and the molecular weight tn is calculated 
according tlrc following equation : 

where g = concentration in g/g solvent, and q = heat of melting of solvent 

Per g- 

Correction for eutectic 9ttelli9tg 

NOTES 

If the melting curve shows an isothermal part owing to the melting of the eutec- 
ticum the following procedure IS advisable. First fydT is determined in the ordinary 
way at fy = 0.5. (When the isothermal pro:css is still pre ent near fy = 0.5 a new 
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melting curve should be determined with a sample containing less solute.) Then AT’ 
is determined at a temperature ‘f’ slightly higher than the eutectic temperature. 

The value of fV’ corresponding to dT’ is calculated: 

f, = (11, nTJU-0.5 
u cl?” -- 

A horizontal line through T’ is drawn. On this line two fixed values of fv’ occur 
VU. fu’ (at the intersection with the melting curve) and fY = I (at the intersection 
with CD). 

With the aid of these two points a point is determined where fU should be equal to 
zero. Through this point a new line A’B’ is drawn parallel to AB. The curve is now 
further treated as if A’B’ actually represented the heating of the solid. This yields 
a new series of values of f ,, which is considered as the correct one. 

If the curve shows no isothermal part it may be assumed that the eutectic melting 
occurs below the starting tcmpcrature. Yet the heat consumed before the first 
recording of tcmperaturc must be corrected for. At the lowest temperature recorded 
(say AT’ 5= zoo) a fised value f,,’ is determined by 

The correction proccdurc then followed is analogous to that described above. The 
correction thus introduced is relatively small (about 1%). When the correction is 
omitted it introduces an error of about I o/o in the found molecular weight ; this is 
not eliminated by extrapolation to d*r = o. 

When mixed crystals occur the correction is not permissible. Thus in the rare cases 
where a very slight partial miscibility in the solid phase occurs, an emor of about x0/, 
may be introduced. 

Correction for emergent stem of tlzc t/levmonteter 

Although the determination of the molecular weight is based on the measurement 
of temperature differences, the correction for the cmcrgent stem of the thermometer 
can not bc neglected when the cryoscoprc constant has been calculated from calori- 
metric data. 

The correction d to be added to the temperature difference dT amounts to 

rl = 2 G(12 + 13 - fl) AT . IO-,T.: 

where tl = room temperature, La = length of cmcrgcnt stem in “C, and L3 = melting 
point of the solvent in “C. 

If for example, benzoic acid is used this correction may be more than 1%. 

Solid soldions 
When solid solutions occur equilibrium between sclid and liquid is less easily ap- 

proached owing to low diffusion rates in the solid phase. Lack of equilibration was 
found durmg the determination of the molecular weight of phenanthrene with diphe- 
nyl as solvent. In the first determination the plot of fYd T versus AT deviated strongly 
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from a straight hne. During a second experiment heat was supplied at inter\ als and 
the sample was kept under adiabatic conditions for a sufficiently long time after each 
supply of heat. The plot was then a straight line and the correct molecular weight 
was found. 

Solvents used 

Preferably solvents are used which melt within 0.1~ between f y = 0.x and f,, = 0.5 
and which have a heat of melting of about 4000 cal/mol. 

Succesfully applied solvents were : 

benzoic acid (m.p. 122.4~, heat of melting 33.9 Cal/& diphcnyl (m.p. Gg.o”, heat of 
melting 28.8 Cal/g) phcnylacetic acid (m.p. 77”, heat of melting 41.2 c~l/g) tctra- 
clilorobenzcnc (m.p. 140°, heat of melting 27.1 Cal/g). 

Other solvents may also bc useful. Solvents showing polymorphism near the melting 
point should bc avoided. 

l.2XL’ERIMENThL ItESULTS 

Tables 1 and I I show results of molecular weight cletcrminations in bcnzoic acid and 
diphcnyl rcspcctivcly. 

‘TA13J,E I 

naphthlcnc 

:rtllpmc ac~cl 
tllptlCIlyI 

nntipyrinc 
anlrnquinunc 
tctrrrplicnylctliilnc 
It-aglyconc3 
bromoplwwl blue 
cdlblc rat 

I25 129 
‘4fi I &I 

154 1.55 
188 187 
20.9 207 
334 336 
500 507” 
070 670 
86.1” 859 

I 0” 

0.G" 
IO 
OG 
0 4 
0.6 
IO 
I.2 

1 I 

-1-o 8 

+: 7 
-05 
--OS 
+o G 
-1-o 2 

0 
-0G 

no sold YcJI 
n(J Sdld Sol. 
no solid sol. 
no bold sol. 
no SOlld SO\. 
no sol1cl sol 
no sokl sol 
no SOlld sol. 
no soltcl sol. 

_-__. . --_I ____-.-__-_- us----_ _-- -...---..- --_- 

a dctcrmlnccl by tilrirtion 
1) mean of two clctcrminattons cllffcring respcctivcly -t_ I o/U rrncl --I SC, from tlic correct value. 

Solvent used 15 tlipllcnyl 
-__-_- - -_---_---____-_-_____-___ 

‘ owlflolclld rwl u, lg/af nwl rc’erj$lt ‘ Olll. c,,o, 
fr,lOkI ccwght y:, ‘:‘I --_-___-___ -_-. -. ________-___-.-_- -_--_____.___ 

phcnnntllrcnc 178 180 12 -I- 1 1 

antlwacjmnonc 208 208 0.5 
ccl1blc fnt 8G.) 857 IO j-L3 

.----__ 
~y~lC% 

sol1d sol. 
no solicl sol. 
no yolicl sol 

--_ -.--___-. __ -- --~-_-~-_--_ --_---- _---- 

In some of the determinations mentioned in Table I the actual concentration of 
the solute taken is more than 3 mol %, nevertheless the error in the results is smaller 
than 1%. 
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A preliminary mvestigation has been made concerning the application of the method 
to polymers. So far, it has not been possible to obtain high polymers withknownmolec- 
ular weights. We restricted our investigation to polymers of the polyester type with 
molecular weights up to zooo. The molecular weights found talhed with those deter- 
mined by a chemIca1 method. Dependent on the degree of polymerization, solutions 
of polymers show deviations from equation (7). 

FLORY’ and HUGGINS~ discussed the influence of interaction on the activity of 
polymers. With the aid of the method described in this paper heats of dilution are 
accounted for. Since the method gives a series of data pertaining to different concen- 
tratlons, it provldcs an easy means of discerning other effects of interaction and it may 
be possible to clctcrminc entropy effects arising from the dilution of a polymer so- 
lution. 

In case the entropy effects arc Important a simple lmcar extrapolation to zero con- 
ccntration IS not permlssiblc. Devclopmcnt of a suitable cxtrapolatlon method will 
be a matter of further mvestlgation. 

ncsczrsslon 
The results prcscntcd above have not been selected and were obtained by a single 
experiment unless stated otlmrwise. The dcviationci from the theoretical molecular 
weight never exceeded x:4, when no solid solutions were present. 

?‘he molecular weight determination of phenan threne in diyhenyl, which showed 
;I rather large miscibility in the solicl phase, dcviatod only 1.1%. If anotller cryoscopic 
method had been applied to the same system, the error would have been SOO/~. 
A cletcrmination of the molecular weight of bcnaoic acid in diphenyl failed. The plot 
of f,,AT mxszts AT sl~owccl a strong curvature and the values of /,dl‘ corresponded 
to nearly twice the theoretical molecular weight. With phenylacetic acid as solvent 
the correct molecular weight of henzoic acid was found. This experience illustrates 
the views prcqented in the theoretical part, viz. a solute-solvent association may prc- 
vent mutual association of the molecules of the solute. 

With respect to the known cryoscopic methods the detcrminatlon of melting curves 
has the following advantages. Owing to the fact that heat fractions are determined 
the influence of the heats of dilution is minimized. Polymorphic behaviour of the 
solvent which may cause unknown deviations in the heat of melting and in the cryos- 
copic constant may be recognized. Although the method is a micro method it is not 
based on the inaccurate micro-melting point determination and consequently solvents 
with a large cryoscopic constant (small heat of melting) are not required. 
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SUMMARY 
A method IS described for molecular wtxght cletermmatlon based on a tcmprrature-heat content 

curve About 2 mg of substance 1s rcquiretl The m&hod is appl~cablc even when solute and solvent 
form mixccl crystals, A wide varlcty of solvents may Lx uucd. The methotl may yield good results 
In the polymer f&_l. 

The accuracy obtalncd IS bcttcr than x “/u. The new method appears to be more reliable and 
accurate than known cryoscoptc mcthodf, 
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lXl?SUMti 

Une m&ho& cryoscoplquc cst proposbc pour la d&crmmation dcH poicls molBculaires, cllc cst 
bar&c sut la. courbc temp6raturc-cnthalplic, fourmc par un apparcil simple 

Ccttc mdthodc permct unc accurstcssc dc I “/o obtcnuc avcc clcs Bchantlllons dc z mg c’nvlron 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Er wml cmc kryoukopluche mlkro ivlcthodc (Substanz Mcngc ctwa z mg) Aur Bcstlmtnung von 
Molekulargcwlchtcn bcschr~cbcn, dlc auf dcr Aufstcllung und Auswcrtung van Schmclrkurvcn 
bcruht DIL’ Gcnaulgkclt dcr M&ho& bctrdgt I yO 
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SOME THEORETICAL CONSII~ERATTONS IN ANALY’I’ICAL 
CHEMISTRY 

III’. 1’HE IMPORTANCE OF ‘I-HE IONISATION OF ‘I-HE WEAK ACIT) OIC 
BASE IN RUFFER MEDIA CATXULA’I’IONS 

E. I3ISHOP 

CVashr?lgton Sxngcr Laboratorrcs, The U9iwcrs~ty. l%etcr. Dcvou (Greul I3rh4ul) 

(Rccctvcd May zncl, 1950) 

6 

PH 

When buffer solutions prepared to give a, 
spcclfic p~r value are chcckecl by measurcmcnt, 
it often happens that the mcasurcd pit differs 
from the expected PI* 2, being greater with acid 
buffers and less with basic buffers than cxpectcd, 
and the difference increases with iqcrcasing dilu- 
tion of the solution c~ncl with increasing ionisa- 
tion constant of the weak acid or base. Similar 
discrepancies arise in comparing theoretical and 
cxpcrimcntal titration curves involving weak 
and strong components. Study of such pheno- 
mena reveals that hydrogen ion buffers are in- 

Fig x. pit of formrc rrcid - lortnntc buffer solutions. 
K. = I 7G. 10-d Curve A culculatcd from the simple 
equation (I) Curve t3 to TI calculated from the 

exact cubic cquatlonJ* 
[H+]3 + (f, _1- IC,)[l-i+]a--(K,, + Kncn)[H+] --I;nz<tu=O 
Uuffcr concentration (cn + cd) In Curve 5, 0 I itl; rn 

Curve C, 0 01 M; in Curve 0, 0 001 AZ. 
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